Product Launch Announcement Sheet

InBrella System

Where will your next leak fall? More and more hospitals, schools, and office buildings are using the InBrella™ System. It is impossible to predict where the next leak will fall – but InBrella™ can help you prepare for the worst!

Unsafe floor conditions, damaged equipment and unhealthy mold deposits are just a few of the headaches caused by ceiling leaks. The patented InBrella™ System quickly and efficiently replaces an existing leaking acoustical ceiling panel and allows you to easily direct leaks up to 25 feet away, or more. This revolutionary product was designed to maintain the safety and integrity of the work area under a drop ceiling system for both employees and customers.

Be prepared today by keeping the InBrella™ System on hand – before one small leak becomes one big problem.

For complete details visit www.inbrella.com

Available Sizes:
- 2’x2’ Panels (INBREL22)
- 2’x4’ Panels (INBREL24)

The InBrella™ System ships complete with:
- 25 Ft. of directional hose
- Ties
- Clips
- Patented InBrella™ System Panel

Check out this product under Ceiling & Suspension Systems at www.kamcoboston.com